Supply List
7th Grade 2015-2016

CORE SUBJECT SUPPLIES

- 2, 2-inch 3-ring binders (Math, English, 1 per subject)
- 1, 1-inch 3-ring binder (Science)
- 1 pack, 8-tab binder dividers (English)
- 2 packs, 5-tab binder dividers (Science, Math, 1 per subject)
- 4 packs of lined loose leaf paper (2 for Math, 1 each for Science, English)
- 1 pack, ¼ inch graph paper (Math 7, Math 7 Honors)
- 1 box of paper hole reinforcements (Science)
- 3 packs, sticky notes (English)
- 1, 5-subject spiral notebook - college rule, PLASTIC cover, Meade Five Star (History)
- 1 Hard covered composition notebook (English)
- Lots of #2 pencils (to be shared between all subjects)
- 3 pens, 1 of each Red, Blue, and Black pen (English)
- 2 low odor dry erase markers and a clean sock as an eraser (Math)
- 1 pack, Highlighters (to be shared between Math, English, History)
- 1 pack, Crayola thin markers (English)
- 1 box of at least 12 colored pencils (to be shared between English, Science, History)
- Scotch tape ¾ inch to be used all year (History)
- Glue stick (English)
- 1 set of Headphones/Ear buds (History)
- 1 box of tissues (Science)

For students taking ALGEBRA, ALGEBRA HONORS, GEOMETRY

- TI-83/TI-84 Graphing Calculator

**Some teachers and elective courses may require other supplies for their classes in addition to this list. Your child will receive information regarding those supplies during the first week of school.**